
HOLDEN CAULFIELD IN CATCHER IN THE RYE ESSAY

Free Essay: In the novel The Catcher in the Rye, the leading character, Holden Caulfield, emerges as an adolescence
lost in his own private world of pain and.

Holden describes his sister as not only the smartest kid in the world, but also a great dancer, and a very
sympathetic listener. Holden himself is the narrator and he tells the readers his story while he is at the Happy
Farms Catcher in the Rye, Holden feels isolated partly because he lives in such a confined circle. He has lived
in schools most of his life, away from his parents. But more interesting that the things he knows about himself
are the things he does not know about himself. He also meets up with his little sister Phoebe and takes her to
the zoo to ride on the carousel Salinger's 'misfit heroes', unlike the rest of society, are caught in the struggle
between a superficial world and a conscious morality" 1 Wildermuth. This occurs frequently among teenagers
today. The bellboy Maurice, who has offered him the girl, beats him in order to get his payment for her.
Holden is confused about much of the world around him and he is disillusioned with life. Antolini is the only
person who comes close to understanding Holden's predicament. He views the world as having been taken
over by materialistic objects such as money and that people do not realize the importance of basic human
qualities such as love and kindness. Everything about the stereotypes of students at Pencey bothers Holden,
and he is critical of them because he feels as if they are all phonies trying too hard to be better than everyone
else. Regarding his relations to other characters, it is important to mention that Holden throughout the novel
attempts to engage people in conversation. Salinger is the infamous personification of teenage angst. A misfit
in this world, Holden comes into conflict with it throughout the whole story. He wants to experience it and
says that he had had many opportunities to do so, although he never had sex. As the novel opens, Holden is
rejecting the phonies around him at Pencey Prep School. Holden is always on the look for a new friend.
Nevertheless, even this last moral support in his desperate life is destroyed when Holden later awakens to find
Mr. Salinger, will be compared to the "modern teenager". In addition, Holden Caulfield is a very interesting
character with J. Holden Caulfield, in The Catcher in the Rye, is much like the typical teenager of today. A
second more hidden aspect of Holden Caulfield is his kindness. There are times in the novel when Holden
faces violence, like when he gets in a fight with Stradlater. The novel, The Catcher in the Rye, written by J.
Mr Antolini understands that "this fall Holden is riding for is a special kind of fall, a horrible kind". Any type
of essay. Also, while Holden is on the subway a mother of a former classmate he had sits next to him. Holden
is a lonely teenager who struggles to find direction in life. There where huge changes in technology. Salinger's
novel The Catcher in the Rye, which was banned in America after its first publication, has influenced
teenagers and adolescents until today. He obtains it very easily, and gets drunk at one point. Therefore the
reader is forced to see social problems from Holden's point of view. A big problem Holden goes through is his
struggle between childhood and adulthood. Holden constantly finds himself thinking about Jane and how
happy she made him when they were children.


